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As for most people, compared to more complexity and uncertainty factors exist 
in the society ,the campus just like the castle in the walls, just like the heaven,is 
harmonious and peaceful, so many people have likened the campus to the relatively 
safe "ivory tower" which was away from danger and threat .   
However, with the continuous development of society, more and more uncertain 
factors appeared, the campus became more open, so that the campus that people had 
trusted and felt safe become more complex, previous "ivory tower" make people feel 
more anxiety and fear.in recent years, the campus safety accidents happened in 
American universities can not be ignored, some properties of security incidents 
become more serious,not only the safety accident happened off campus , the accident 
has spread to the school, there was more or less influence on the physiological and 
psychological soundness of campus members, especially with the development of 
various social media, more and more colleges and universities campus safety 
accidents have been reported, so campus shootings, campus violence is most 
noticeable, the safety further by parents suspected. Whether the school is safe has 
gradually becomeone of the reference factors that  parents and students choose a 
school.  
Under this background, to safeguard the campus security becomes more and 
more urgent. In order to protect the campus security, the federal government, through 
the formulation and revision of many related laws, to safeguard the university 
campus safety of persons and property in the context of such laws by taking various 
measures, to protect the college teachers and students from dangers.And in contrast 
to China, the relevant law regulate that the American campus must report the crime 
statistics records of the school, but the universities in China are extremely 
insufficient in this regard. Especially there were campus safety accidents, usually do 















relatively complete statute and case law to determine the attribution of responsibility, 
especially in the infringement cases of school. So research the campus safety in 
American universities and colleges,especially research the legislation of universities 
and colleges safety in American and the security measures in American universities 
and colleges,which can provide experience and inspiration for the study of campus 
safety in China.The main framework of this paper is: 
The first chapter is the introduction, including the origin and significanceof the 
study, the definition of the core concept , literature review and research ideas and 
methods. 
The second chapter analyzes the problems of campus security in the United 
States, including the analysis of the current situation of American college campus 
security, and the main causes for the security incidents of American colleges and 
universities. 
The third chapter mainly studies the measures to ensure campus safety in 
colleges and universities which taken from various sectors of the United States . For 
federal law how to regulate in ensuring American colleges and universities campus 
safety , research the evolution of American campus security law ，including the law’
s background, changes in the process and its impact. In addition to legislation,  
federal government adopted non legislative measures for the protection in campus 
safety. 
In the fourth chapter, how the school should bear the tort liability in the case of 
the campus security incidents under the law,we study the evolution of the 
relationship between the American colleges and the students in the law, including the 
analysis of the individual cases. Under the background of this law, analyzing the 
characteristic measureof American colleges and universities in order to ensure the  
campus safety. 
The last chapter summarizes the main measures and characteristics of the United 
States to deal with the problems of campus security in Colleges and universities, and 
provides a useful reference for the problem of campus security in our country. 
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施，这些对于我国高校校园安全管理工作具有重要的借鉴意义。     
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